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Abstract: Complex software-intensive systems such as systems of systems (SoS) need to be monitored at runtime to detect deviations from their requirements. In our earlier work [Vi15a] – summarized in this paper – we described our experiences of developing and applying an SoS monitoring approach based on a Domain-specific Language (DSL) in the domain of industrial automation software. More specifically, we have been developing a constraint DSL for industrial end users as well as an incremental constraint checker for event-based monitoring. Our evaluation demonstrates the expressiveness of our DSL and the scalability of the checker in an industrial scenario.
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1 Summary

Many software-intensive systems today are systems of systems comprising heterogeneous and independently developed yet interrelated elements. As the full behavior of SoS emerges during operation only, system testing is not sufficient to determine compliance with requirements. Instead, the behavior of the systems and their interactions need to be continuously monitored and checked during operation to detect and analyze deviations from the expected behavior. Checks include the occurrence and order of runtime events (temporal behavior), the interaction of systems (structural behavior), or properties of runtime data (data checks).

Despite the wide variety of existing runtime monitoring approaches, most of these only support particular technologies or certain types of constraints and checks, impeding their application to SoS. In earlier work [Vi15a] we have described our experiences of extending an existing incremental consistency checker for design models [Vi10] to support event-based runtime monitoring of SoS [Vi15b]. Our work is motivated by an industrial case of monitoring a metallurgical plant automation system, an example of an SoS.

More specifically, we have been developing a domain-specific constraint language aiming at industrial end users, who often lack deep programming skills, to ease the definition of various types of constraints. Our DSL-based approach (cf. Fig. 1) allows incrementally checking constraints at runtime. This ensures that violations of requirements
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can be reported instantly to users monitoring an SoS. The approach further supports the definition and deployment of constraints at runtime, i.e., constraints can be added or modified without stopping the checker or the monitored systems.

Fig. 1: Our DSL-based approach to define and check constraints at runtime [Vi15a].

In [Vi15a] we demonstrated the expressiveness of the DSL using real constraints from an industrial case. We further evaluated the scalability of our checker in an industrial monitoring scenario. Our experiences suggest designing an extensible constraint DSL in an iterative manner and keeping it as simple as possible. We also suggest keeping the mapping of the DSL to the checking engine flexible to gain independence of underlying checking technologies. Industrial scenarios demonstrate the need to add new or modify existing constraints even while the system and the monitoring infrastructure are running, e.g., if investigating newly emerging and therefore unforeseen issues.
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